Abstract
Introduction
China has confirmed itself as one of the most powerful countries in the world, creating its own model of development and promoting a new form of South to South relations. China has passed a period of self-isolation and ideological foreign policy to enter a period where it becomes a central player in the current global system, through a strategy based on pragmatism and economic interests.
China has created its own form of governance based on the idea of the "Chinese socialism market" and seeks new partners to sustain its wide economic growth. Through the concept of the Beijing Consensus, founded on innovation, diversification and self-determination, Chinese foreign policy has been able to turn itself into an alternative and essential partner for developing and less developed countries.
This article analyses the evolution of Chinese political foreign policy and its strategy in approaching developing and less developed nations. In this context, the relations between China and Latin America are considered, to reveal the practice of the Beijing Consensus when considering their interests: China needs natural resources and new markets for its products, while Latin America needs financial aid and loans to develop its infrastructure and provide social programmes. The absence of the influence of the US in the region and the rise of political movements denouncing the American imperialism of the Washington Consensus are factors that contribute to the expansion of Chinese influence in Latin America. The role of China in developing countries as a new South to South relationship is thus to be discussed.
Rise of the Asiatic Dragon
The role of China on the global scene is becoming increasingly important in each corner of the world. In less than three decades, China has been transformed from an agrarian country into the world's second largest economy, becoming one of the most relevant players in the world economic system. China has been able to create a powerful network of South to South cooperation based on trade investments, manufacturing and commodity markets.
China has emerged since the 1980s as a key partner for developed countries and emerging powers due to the economic reforms promoted by Deng Xiaoping, the leader of the country after Mao Zedong's death.
Partnerships situated not only in Asia but also in Africa and Latin America have brought China a host of new opportunities.
Chinese economic reforms have followed a different path from those of other countries that liberalized their markets in the 1980s and 1990s in accordance with the IMF and World Bank. These organisations suggested reform policies based on privatisation, deregulation, unilateral trade and conditional investments. China promoted its process of economic reforms differently: lowering barriers, opening its markets and giving business opportunities to private agents, under state control and with the direct involvement of the Communist Chinese Party (CCP) in the economy.
Notoriously, the Chinese government controls the economy by planning and identifying priorities in the selection of sectors for investment and infrastructure, the creation of human capital, research and strategic fields. This reflects the strong influence of the CCP in the development of the country. The government wanted to create a free area for foreign investment by establishing special economic zones. This has become the engine of the Chinese economy as an important place for technology and import practices on the mainland. In order to restore Hong Kong to the People's Republic of China (PRC) and benefit from its already developed economy, China established a constitutional principle that was also valid for Macau: One Country, Two Systems. According to this principle these two territories could maintain their political system and capitalist economy while China maintained its own "socialist market system".
According to Chinese values the notion of the state is completely different from that of Western values. The state is considered the representative of Chinese civilization, playing partly a spiritual role for society that gives it authority and legitimacy without challenging power (Jacques 2009 ). The relationship between society and the CCP, for example, has a specific dynamic with an implicit agreement wherein people renounce political liberties in exchange for the right to enrich themselves, "To get rich is glorious!" said Deng Xiaoping.
The Chinese consider the state an intimate community, as the patriarch of the family. In Western countries, state power is repeatedly challenged, and society almost always perceives this figure as an intruder. This sort of view explains the participation of the Chinese state in the economy, controlling and intervening in the private sector to confirm its legitimacy and authority, as well as the particular path of its political system.
To reach its actual level of economic development, China passed through a stage of isolation following the Maoist project of development, with a foreign policy based exclusively on ideological motivation in order to spread its political model to the revolutionary movements of the "Third World countries". The foreign policy principles formulated in that time, around the 1950s continue to influence China's behaviour towards lessdeveloped-countries today. This foreign policy includes: 1) mutual respect for territorial integrity, 2) non-aggression, 3) mutual non-interference in the internal affairs of states, 4) equality and mutual benefit, and 5) peaceful coexistence.
During the 1980s and 1990s, China experimented with the beginning of its political and economic transformation, starting with the policy of four modernizations: agriculture, science and technology, industry and defence. These policies were idealised by Zhou Enlai and launched after his death by Deng Xiaoping who introduced policies oriented to attracting foreign direct investments and stimulating the economic development of the country. This would also lead to a new phase of relations between China and southern nations in economic and pragmatic interests, especially in the supply of natural energy resources to support its growth.
International admiration for the spectacular Chinese development was interrupted by the Tiananmen Square protest at the end of the 1980s. The government repressed students who were asking for a fifth modernization, democracy and greater political liberty, taking advantage of the visit of the Russian leader Mikhail Gorbachev and the presence of the international media. When Western countries opted for international isolation and embargo, China began intensifying its relationships with developing countries.
The economic and financial crisis that took place in 2008 deeply affected the USA and Europe and allowed China to enhance its relationship with developing countries, especially Africa and Latin America, in order to stimulate the domestic market and diversify exports. These countries represent an alternative to the traditional powers (United States, Europe and Japan), and a model of economic development. In other words, China wanted to establish a new path for relationships with these countries, based on economic and pragmatic interests rather than ideological or geopolitical factors.
Currently, one of the channels that China is using to act globally and also regionally is through a group of countries formed by Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa (BRICS), which are considered the future dominant nations of the world economy 1 . BRICS were initially created as a forum to discuss common interests and homogeneous political strategies in traditional international organisations through annual summits between its leaders. BRICS has been converted to an "institutional agency" with This specific form of governance has shaped the political and economic "Dragon's Profile" creating a new form of "socialism" or "capitalism", depending on the perspective taken. According to its leaders, Chinese society is based on certain principles such as reciprocity and harmony, repurposed in foreign policy strategy towards less developed countries.
In particular, as stated by Hu Jintao, China foreign policy aims to "1) strengthen strategic common ground and enhance mutual political trust; 2) take practical and creative steps to tap potential economic cooperation, and 3) attach importance to cultural exchanges to deepen mutual understanding" (Shixue 2006) . This demonstrates that the country wants to enhance its image on the global stage and present itself as a good partner.
In 2004 China presented itself as a new pole of opportunities and advantages for developing and less developed nations in South America and Africa. Both continents can offer their commodities to sustain the increasing economy of the Asiatic Dragon and gain unconditional financial aid in exchange. The aid and loans support their social policies and infrastructure programmes.
The dynamics of these relationships reveals the real content of the Beijing Consensus and the pragmatic interest that China has in these countries.
One example of this formula of cooperation is given by Niall Ferguson who reported the confirmation of a Chinese leader concerning China´s foreign policy strategy in Africa: "we will build up roads, and certain facilities for you, but you make sure that we will have access to the commodities and primary resources. As to your domestic politics and human rights you do whatever that you like" (Ferguson 2010 ).
International Cooperation under the Wings of China
China is very quickly imposing itself as a source of finance for southern nations building critical infrastructure which will reduce obstacles to development. These infrastructure projects in Latin America and Africa are closely related to China's economic interests and focus on strategic sectors such as energy, mining, transport and telecommunications.
This infrastructure is considered necessary to increase China's trade relationships and influence in these regions. (Schiere, Rugamba 2011) .
When building these infrastructure projects China uses its own labour force which interrupts the generation of local employment. China also tries to obtain privileges in licenses and regulations to exploit the natural resources of these countries. This generated the development of exports from Latin American countries in order to supply Chinese demand.
China has recently signed a trade agreement, for example, with Argentina,
called "Convenio Marco de Cooperación en Materia Económica y de
Inversiones" which will help to build infrastructure projects in the country.
In particular the construction of two hydroelectric dams is planned in Patagonia with loans of US$ 4.7 billion and US$ 2.1 billion, which will be used to make a railroad connecting Argentina's agricultural plants to its ports, for more efficient transport of grains, as China is the largest buyer of Argentinean soybeans.
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In some cases, these loans are paid directly with commodities. China has already granted US$ 50 billion of credits to Venezuela since 2007, and a big part of this loan is paid through barrels of crude oil and derivatives which Venezuela sends daily to China. 
Conclusion
The Chinese form of development is based on a strategy of diversification through the establishment of trade relations with multiple partners in different regions in order to expand economic influence. 
